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COMPLAINANT:

Osheita Weygant

RESPONDENT:

James Deery

CHARGE:

Housing Discrimination based on

receiving public assistance

SUMMARY OF COMPLAINT

In20I6, Ms. Weygant rented an apartment for herself

and her young daughter, who is autistic.

Ms. Weygant began receiving Section 8 housing assistance in June of 2017.In May of 2018, the
owner and landlord, Mr. Deery, told Ms. Weygant that he would no longer be accepting Section
8 voucher payments. Ms. Weygant believes Mr. Deery terminated their tenancy and treated her
differently than other tenants because of
she receives a Section 8 voucher, in violation of the
Vermont Fair Housing and Public Accommodations Act.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSE
, Mr. Deery admitted that he stopped accepting Section 8
because he didn't want to agree to changes in the Bennington Housing Authority's rules for
landlords.
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This investigation makes a preliminary recommendation to the VHRC to find there are
reasonable grounds to believe that Mr. Deery discriminated against Ms. Weygant based
on her receipt of public assistance in violation of the Vermont Fair Housing and Public
Accommodations Act (VFHPAA), 9 V.S.A. $a503(a)(1).
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FACTS
Osheita Weygant and her daughter, who was around two years old, moved into an apartment at
138 Dewey Street in Bennington, Vermont, in January of 2016,1 The apartment building has four
units and James Deery, the owner and landlord, lives in the house behind the apartment
building.2

Ms. Weygant stated in her complaint that she paid Mr. Deery an $800 security deposit.3 In her
interview, Ms. Weygant said she knew she needed $1600 to move in and that she and Mr. Deery
did not clearly define whether part of the money was a security deposit.a Mr. Deery denies that
I Interview with Mr. Deery, 611312019.
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a

first and last month's rent.s Mr.
Deery and Ms. Weygant had a "rent agreement," dated January of 2016, that states, "I paid rent
first and last month on Jan 5th for Jan."6 Mr. Deery's rental notes, dated January of 2018, state:
he received a security deposit, but he says he received $1600 for

"Reference Security Deposit
Received $800 on 111116"7

covering June 2016 to June 2017, also stated that Mr. Deery
collected a "security deposit" of eight hundred dollars.s When asked why his notes referred to a
security deposit, Mr. Deery said, "call it whatever she says it is, but it was the first and last
month...between her and United Counseling, I got a check for $1600."e

A subsequent

lease agreement,

Generally, Mr. Deery does not have a lease with tenants, and the agreement he has with tenants
"is a handshake."l0 Mr. Deery said, "Ms. Weygant asked for an agreement because she had to
have something on paper because United Counseling was footing the bill."ll Ms. Weygant
recalled that Mr. Deery provided the rent agreement, and she said that the father of the child
helped her pay the money needed in order to move into the apartment.12

Neither Ms. Weygant nor Mr. Deery reported having problems with one another during the first
year Ms. Weygant lived in Mr. Deery's apartment.l3 Mr. Deery said, "Ms. Weygant used to
make stuff and bring it over to [Mr. Deery] and [his] wife."r4 He also said Ms. Weygant used to
come over and sit with Mr. Deery's wife on the front porch.15 Ms. Weygant said, "I got along
with [Mr. Deery] and his wife...I was there at his house every single day talking with his wife.
We had a good relationship initially."l6
Ms. Weygant began receiving Section 8 housing assistance through Bennington Housing
Authority (BHA) in June of 2017.17 In June of 2018, BHA changed the method by which
landlords of tenants with Section 8 would receive their payment.ls Instead of allowing landlords
to receive payment by check, BHA began requiring landlords to use direct deposit.le In May of
2018, Mr. Deery told Ms. Weygant that he would no longer be accepting Section 8 voucher
payments.2o Mr. Deery stated that he stopped taking Section 8 because of the changes in their
rules, explaining that Section 8 was going to require him to use direct deposit, which he did not
5
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want to use.2l Mr. Deery declined to explain specifically why he did not want to use direct
deposit, stating, "[f]or personal reasons, I didn't want direct deposit."22 Mr. Deery admitted that
Section 8 of was "one of the reasons" that he asked Ms. Weygant to leave.23

Ms. Weygant's complaint stated that Mr. Weygant told her the reason for the termination was
because he was selling the building.'o Mt. Deery owns 136-138 Dewey Street, and he has rented
the four apartments in his building since 2002. He has been trying to sell the building since
2016.2s The apartment was vacant for a while because the house was in the process of being
sold.26 Someone was ready to buy it; however, because of complications in dealing with the state
of Vermont, the sale was delayed, and Mr. Deery rented the apartment to someone else.27 Mr.
Deery denied that the sale of the home was the reason for the termination.2s

Mr. Deery explained, "I got nothing against her except she's loud. [Ms. Weygant]'s a nice
lady...sn'e's loud, very, very loud, and she's a drinker. The child's father brings [Ms. Weygant]
booze every day. She'd sit on her back porch on the phone. She'd talk on the phone for hours.
We couldn't sit on our front porch without hearing all of her conversation. If it got too loud, a lot
of the time, I would just go over and say 'you know, I can hear everything you're saying' fand
she'd say] 'oh, okay', she was fine and she'd quiet down."36
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However, Mr. Deery stated that asking her to quiet down didn't always work, and that "she was
loud and really belligerent...the more she drinks the louder she gets".37 Mr. Deery stated that he
told Ms. Weygant he was going to have to call the police and she said, "Call the police."38 Mr.
Deery called the police at least twice, and he said he may have called three times but couldn't
remember.3e Once, he said three police officers responded, and they threatened to arrest her
because "she got belligerent with them".40 Mr. Deery said he was standing in the driveway when
the police responded, and he stated, "I'm very aware of what's going on in my apartments."4l He
stated that the other time he called the police, they just told her to keep the noise down.a2
Another issue that Mr. Deery reported he had with Ms. Weygant was underage drinking, and he
explained that "[m]y big thing was the underage drinkers...I just won't have that."a3 Although
Ms. Weygant is old enough to drink legally, Mr. Deery stated that she had underage visitors who
would drink while at her apartment.aa Mr. Deery knew they were underage because he knows the
identities of the individuals.as

After Mr. Deery talked to Ms. Weygant about the underage drinking, he said, "they'd sneak in
the other door, and they'd party all night long.:r46 gs said he knew they were sneaking in because
another tenant told him that people were sneaking in and out, and Mr. Deery also saw them
himself as well as the beer cans they would leave outside.aT

Mr. Deery said he doesn't have hours when people are supposed to be quiet, and that, prior to
Ms. Weygant's tenancy, he had never needed to have quiet hours.as He said that other tenants
have guests but are considerate of everybody.ae
The Bennington Police responded to complaints from Mr. Deery about Ms. Weygant in July and
October of 2017.s0 The July police report states that Mr. Deery told Officer Diotte that Ms.
Weygant "is extremely intoxicated and continues to yell ar:rd scream."Sl Mr. Deery also told the
officer that Ms. Weygant was yelling profanities at him and wouldn't stop.52 Sergeant Grande
spoke to Ms. Weygant, who was drinking a beer at the time.53 The report stated that, "Weygant
at times would yell and advised 'I speak loud because I'm from New York City."'54 The report
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also stated that Ms. Weygant "was being disorderly at times," and the situation ended when Ms.
Weygant "was convinced to take a ride with her child's father."ss The October police report was
in response to a complaint from Mr. Deery about underage drinking at Ms. Weygant's
apartment.56 Officers responded to Ms. Weygant's apartment and met with Ms. Weygant and two

other adults.57 Officers Legacy and Sharshon entered the apartment with Ms. Weygant's
permission and did not find any juveniles.ss

Mr. Deery also suggested that Ms. Weygant was going to have to move anyway because she
needed a two-bedroom apartment, stating, "I was told by Section 8 that [Ms. Weygant] had to
have a two-bedroom apartment."5e Mr. Deery explained that all of the units in his buildings only
have one bedroom, but Mr. Deery did let Ms. Weygant know that there were two*bedroom units
available to rent in the area from some nearby landlords.60 Mr. Deery said, "that was my
understanding [from talking to Ms. Taylor].6r Penny Taylor is the Section 8 program director for
the Bennington Housing Authority.62 Ms. Taylor did say that she talked to Mr. Deery, but she
stated that she told Mr. Deery that it was Ms. Weygant's choice whether she wanted to live in a
one bedroom apartment even if she qualified for a two bedroom apartment.63
Ms. Taylor described talking to Ms. Weygant about why she moved out of Mr. Deery's
apartment. Ms. Taylor remembered that, on the day she signed the paperwork with the new
landlord, Ms. Weygant said "she felt that [Mr.] Deery was discriminating against her."64 Ms.
Taylor remembers Ms. Weygant saying "she felt he wasn't taking section 8 because of her
.and because it was not a two bedroom. He kept telling her she qualified for a two
[bedroom]."65 Ms. Taylor told Ms. Weygant that she could give her a discrimination form that
Bennington Housing Authority uses.66 Ms. Weygant told her "I just want to put this behind
me."67

Ms. Taylor explained that amother and a child qualifu for two bedrooms and qualifuing for two
bedrooms does not depend on the age of the child.68 Ms. Weygant and her daughter qualifu for
two bedrooms.6e Ms. Taylor stated that Ms. Weygant came in and told her she wanted to look for
a two bedroom "because it was getting quite full."70
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(last visited 6/1912019).

Ms. Weygant shared her apartment with her daughter, who was around two years old when they
moved in.7l

Another issue between Mr. Deery and Ms. Weygant was that Mr. Deery wanted to increase the
amount of rent he was charging. Ms. Taylor said that Mr. Deery sent in a letter saying he wanted
to raise rent to $850 and she spoke to him and told him she couldn't allow that.sr In her
interview, she explained that a landlord can raise the rent, but the tenant would have to pay the
difference.s2 Ms. Weygant and Ms. Taylor discussed the rent raise, and Ms. Weygant told Ms.
Taylor, "I can't afford the extra money."83 The portion of the rent paid by Ms. Weygant was
$424.84

Another issue between Mr. Deery and Ms. Weygant was smoking. The rent agreement states that
Ms. Weygant agrees that the apartment is nonsmoking.tt Mr. Deery said that, when the weather
was good, Ms. Weygant would smoke and drink on the back porch.86 Mr. Deery said he knew
she also smoked inside the house because he could smell it.87
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When Mr. Deery asked Ms. Weygant to leave, she had more than a month's advance notice.88 He
said, "I've always been fair with ftenants], and I expect them to be fair with me."8e Ms. Weygant
moved out in June of 20 1 S.eo

Although Mr. Deery denied receiving a security deposit, he explained that he would have
returned $800 to Ms. Weygant if her apartment had not needed to be repaired.el He had to hire
people to do the work on Ms. Weygant's apartment, and he said he regularly charges tenants for
those types of costs.e2
He has terminated one other person's tenancy, around two years earlier. Mr. Deery said that the
tenant was later arrested because he was a "drug lord."

Mr. Lundy was one of the other tenants during the time Ms. Weygant lived in Mr. Deery's
building.e3 Mr. Lundy said he had lived there for ten years and said that he pays month-to-month
and does not have a lease.e4 He perceives Mr. Deery to be an "excellent landlord.es Mr. Deery
has raised Mr. Lundy's rent but not in the last several years.e6 Mr. Lundy does not have any pets
and does not know if he is allowed to have pets.eT He occasionally hears voices being raised but
is not bothered by any of the tenants.es Mr. Lundy was aware of the building being for sale and
said it had been for sale the previous year.ee Mr. Lundy said that Mr. Deery fixes things when
needed, he's good about clearing the driveway and steps, and looking out for seniors.l00 Mr.
Lundy remembered Ms. Weygant and her daughter, and he described Ms. Weygant as "very
pleasant and cheerful.:rl0l g" wasn't aware of any issues going on between Ms. Weygant and Mr
Deery.l02

ANALYSIS
The VFHPAA states:
(a) It shall be unlawful for any person:

(1) To refuse to sell or rent, or refuse to negotiate for the sale or rental of, or
otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling or other real estate to any person
because of the race, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, marital status,
religious creed, color, national origin, or disability of a person, or because a person
88
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intends to occupy a dwelling with one or more minor children, or because a person is
a recipient of public assistance.l03

In cases where there is only circumstantial evidence of discrimination (as opposed to direct
evidence), the evidence available is.evaluated using the three-part burden-shifting framework
used by the U.S. Supreme Court in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green.tl4 Pursuant to
the McDonnell Douglas fiamework: (1) the complaining party must first establish a printa.ftrc:ie
case of discrimination; (2) if-the cornplainant succeeds in establishingaprinta.f'acie case,the
burden sliifts to the respondent to articulate some legitimate. non-discriminatory reason(s) for its
action(s); (3) if the respondent successfully articulates a legitimate, non-discliminatory reason
1br its action(s), the burden shifts back to the complainant who must prove by a preponderance
of the evidencel05 that the reason(s) offered by the respondent was/were not the true reasons fbr
its actions, but were instead pretext(s) for discrirnination - i.e. that its actions were not
legitirnate, but rather acts of discrimination against the person because of (in this case) Ms.
receipt of public assistance
Weygant's
In order to establish a prima facie case of discrimination without direct evidence, Ms. Weygant
must prove the following:

1)

Ms. Weygant is a member of a protected class;

2)

Mr. Deery took adverse action against her; and

3) The adverse action took place under circumstances giving
discrimination.

rise to an inference

of

l06

Where there is direct evidence of discrimination, Ms. Weygant must show:

1.

r03

Mr. Deery stated that he took adverse action against Ms. Weygant because she is a
member of a protected class.loT

v.s.A. g a503(a)(l).
McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 41 I U.S. 792,802-803 (1973).
r05
According to Black's Law Dictionary (1Oth ed.2014), "preponderance of the evidence'' is defined as the greater
weight of the evidence, not necessarily established by the greater number of witnesses testifying to a fact but by
9
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evidence that has the most convincing force; superior evidentiary weight that, though not sufficient to free the mind
wholly from all reasonable doubt, is still sufficient to incline a fair and impadial mind to one side of the issue rather
than the other.
106
Mazzocchiv. Windsor Owners Corp.,204F. Supp. 3d 583,615 (S.D.N.Y. 2016).
r07
Robert G. Schwemm, Housing Discrimination Law and Litigation, $10:2, pp. l0-8 and l0-9.

2) Mr.

Deery took adverse action against Ms. Weygant.

Mr. Deery told Ms. Weygant that he would no longer be accepting Section 8 and asked her to
leave the apartment she rented from him.lle

Finding: Mr. Deery took adverse action against Ms. Weygant.

lre Interview

with Mr. Deery,

611312019.

apartment

B. THE PRIMA FACIE

CASE FOR P

,IC ASSISTANCR DISCRIMINATION

Mr. Deery's statements are direct evidence that he refused to continue to rent to Ms. Weygant
because she is a recipient of public assistance. Mr. Deery stated in his response, "I told Ms.
Weygant...I was no longer accepting Section 3.r:136 In Mr. Deery's interview, he conhrmed that
he.told Ms. Weygant he would no longer be accepting Section 8 voucher payments and stated
that Section 8 was "one of the reasons" that he asked Ms. Weygant to leave.l37
The federal Fair Housing Act does not.bar discrimination based on being a recipient of public
assistance, but Vermont is one of several states that prohibit discrimination based on being a
recipient of public assistance.l3s The VFHPAA states that it is unlawful to refuse to rent to
someone because a person is a recipient of public assistance. Although Vermont has yet to
specifically review public assistance discrimination in housing, several states have considered
circumstances under which a landlord may lawfully choose not to accept Section 8 vouchers.l3e
These are discussed below. The cases from jurisdictions other than Vermont are not intended to
be authoritative but can act as guidance to help determine what Vermont would do.
r35Interview with Mr. Deery, 611312019.
r36
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Robert G. Schwemm, Housing Discrimination Law and Litigation, $30:3, pp. 30-8.
Armen H. Merjian, Attempted Nullification: The Administrative Burden Defense in Source of Income
Discrimination Cases,22 Georgetown Journal on Poverty Law and Policy 21 1,211 (2015).
r3e

One of Mr. Deery's arguments for why his refusal to accept Section 8 from Ms. Weygant was
lawful is that Ms. Weygant needed a two bedroom apaftment, which Mr. Deery could not
provide.laO Mr. Deery suggested that Ms. Weygant was going to have to move anyway, stating,
"I was told by Section 8 that [Ms. Weygant] had to have a two-bedroom apartm.tr1."l4l A New
York case found that the landlord had discriminated against a tenant receiving Section 8, in
violation of a city code similar to Vermont's VFHPAA, by refusing to rent to someone because

the landlord was concerned that the apartment size being rented did not match the size on the
tenant's voucher.la2 The court stated that the housing authority, not the landlord, had the
authority to determine the applicability of a Section 8 voucher.la3 In this case, even if Mr.
Deery's refusal to rent was motivated by his view that Ms. Weygant required a different number
of bedrooms, the refusal would still be prohibited because it is the housing authority, not Mr.
Deery, who is authorized to determine the applicability of Ms. Weygant's voucher. Additionally,
Penny Taylor, the Section 8 program director for the Bennington Housing Authority, said she
talked to Mr. Deery about Ms. Weygant's voucher and she told Mr. Deery that it's Ms.
Weygant's choice whether she wanted to live in a one bedroom apartment.laa

Mr. Deery's refusal to accept Section 8 was also based on what he deemed an excessive burden
of the administrative rules of Section 8 housing. Ms. Weygant began receiving Section 8 housing
assistance through Bennington Housing Authority in June of 2017.tas A year later, in June of
2018, the method by which landlords of tenants with Section 8 would receive their payment
changed.la6 Instead of receiving a payment by check, Bennington Housing Authority required
landlords to use direct deposit.laT Mr. Deery stated that he stopped taking Section 8 because of
the changes in their rules, explaining that Section 8 was going to require him to use direct
deposit, which he did not want to use.l48 Mr. Deery declined to explain specifically why he did
not want to use direct deposit, stating, "lflor personal reasons, I didn't want direct deposit."l4e
Cases in other states indicate that public assistance discrimination extends to refusal or failure to

follow Section 8 required procedures, even when a landlord may object to those procedures. New
York's Court of Appeals. analyzing a rent stabilization code, found that landlords are obligated
to continue accepting atenant's Section 8 rent subsidies and are notpermitted to optoutof the
federal Section 8 rent subsidy program simply because they disagree with the additional
procedures.lstt 1n another New York opinion, the court found that a realty company
discriminated against its tenant on the basis of the tenant receiving Section 8 when the realty
company refused to complete a lead paint disclosure form that was required by the housing
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v. Diagonal Rcalty.

8 N.Y.3d 1ss,76 r (N.Y. 2008)

authority in order to be able to process the tenant's section 8 voucher.lsl A Connecticut court
opinion explained its reasoning for refusing to accept a landlord's administrative burden
argument, stating, "[w]e should not read into a remedial statute an unstated exception that would
undermine the legislature's manifest intent to afford low income families access to the rental
housing market."l52
In this case, Mr. Deery admitted in both his response and his interview that his refusal to
continue to rent to Ms. Weygant was because she received section 8. While there appears to be
minimal precedence on the issue, the VFHPAA statute is clear that it is unlawful to refuse to rent
to someone because a person is a recipient of public assistance. Furthermore, guidance from
other circuits indicate that a refusal to follow procedures related to Section 8 vouchers equates to
discrimination on the basis of public assistance. Mr. Deery's arguments that he was allowed to
stop accepting Section 8 either because of the number of rooms Ms. Weygant required or
because of the administrative burden of accepting direct deposit is no defense and therefore, does
not relieve him of his obligations under the VFHPAA.

Findine: Mr. Deery stated that he took adverse action against Ms. Weygant because she is
a member of a protected class.
CONCLUSION - PUBLIC ASS

TANCE DISCRIMINATION

Ms. Weygant established sufficient direct evidence to support her claim that Mr. Deery stopped
renting to her based on her receipt of public assistance. Thus, this investigation makes a
preliminary recommendation to the Human Rights Commission to find there are reasonable
grounds to believe that Mr. Deery discriminated against Ms. Weygant on the basis of her receipt
of public assistance.
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FINAL DETERMINATION
Pursuant to 9 V.S.A. 4554, the Vermont Human Rights Commission
enters the following Order:

The following vote was taken on a motion to find that there are reasonable

grounds to believe that James Deery, the Respondent, unlawfully discriminated
against Osheita Weygant, the Complainant, based on her receipt of public

assistance, in violation of Vermont's Fair Housing and Public Accommodations
Act.
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